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This book is the epic saga of the  Vijayanagara
empire. The book traces the rise and fall of the
Vijayanagara empire. 

₹160

City Of Victory  – The Rise And Fall Of
Vijayanagara

This book brings out the liberation heros of
Hyderabad.

₹200

Liberation Struggle of Hyderabad
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₹130

This book is translation of Acharya K.Venkatreddy's
2 Telugu books:
a. Niyantha Nizam nijarupam
b. Hyderabad samsthanamlo Nizam duranthalu

Nizams’ Rule Unmasked

The book meticulously narrates the Inquisition-
carnage count by count, with selective words and
without exaggerating facts

Saints Or Thugs

₹75

TIPU As He Really Was

₹145

This book unveils hidden heroic history, revealing
episodes often whitewashed by the establishment.
Unlike judgmental accounts, it presents facts,
allowing readers to form their own opinions.
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This book explains of How Tamil Nadu played a 
pivotal role in the country’s struggle for  Independence. 

₹200

The Indomitables  Glowing Tribute To The
Freedom Fighters Of Tamilnadu 

This  book, in 45 pages encompasses the life of Dr.
Hedgewar, the founder of RSS makes easy reading.

₹25

Dr. Hedgewar – Seer, Patriot and Nation Builder

This book on Swatantrya Veer Savarkar is by Dr
Arvind Godbole. The book was originally in
Marathi, translated to English.

₹150

Swatantrya Veer Savarkar : a concise biography
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This book talks about the colonial narratives  along
with the actual dimensions of caste, untouchability&
Dravidianism exposing the Christian onslaught on
Hindu society.

₹499

Sivasya Kulam 

This book delves into roots of the struggle between
traditional Bharat and the State which modelled
itself on the Anglo Saxon model even after
Independence.

 ₹130

Constitutional India’s Conflict Resolution Efforts

This is an account of how a bright young student gets
embroiled in Marxism and how he rediscovers his roots
through a continuous intellectual struggle of over
three decades. The author has written with the
intention that youngsters find their Hindu roots.

₹75

From Marx To The Mother 
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This compilation consists of the interviews given by
women who have left Islam for various reasons. 

₹40

Why I Left Islam -Testimonies Of Ten 
Muslim Women

This study examines the early evolution of the attitude
of communism towards nationalism in general and
towards Indian nationalism in particular

₹250

Denying National Roots

This book explains the philosophy of the Sri Guru
Granth Sahibji and its commonality with our
ancient philosophical traditions. 

₹190

Philosophy Of Sri Guru Grantha Sahibji
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This book is an attempt to provide an overview of
the aggression on Hindus in Bengal for the last
eight decades. 

₹170

Bengal Bleeding

The book consists of extracts from Dr. Ambedkar’s
book: Pakistan or the Partition of India, 2nd edn.,
reprinted as this book.

₹100

Dr. B.R.Ambedkar On Nationalism And Islam
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